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Screen printing works with a basic print principle. Inks applied to the textile surface are attracted to an absorbent surface (usually cellulose-based paper) opposite the application of the inks. Absorbent areas of the textile become black, resulting in a mirror-like black effect. The part of the paper that is not used by the ink,
remains white. Black is usually printed in two passes or several prints (Figure 25). Check that the paper is not damaged in any way and that it is absorbent. We print on white paper. We rolled out the fabric onto a large table and laid the paper on top. Place a plastic or wax transfer film on the paper and press hard with the roller,
making sure to pull it off the paper. We used a pure white fabric and printed to look like snow. You can also print in reverse to create a mirror-like effect, or try a different colour for your paper. You can combine the printing process with stitching, and use the fabric to make different products such as bags and pouches. The last
step is to cut the finished design into an outline. For this example we used the outline method. We then taped the paper to the screen. Prepare the squeegee by putting a layer of a soft fabric on the squeegee and pressing it into place. The recommended squeegee size varies by screen size, so search online for this information.
Wipe down the screen often to ensure the ink is evenly spread. It is important to get all areas of the screen evenly covered and, as with any printing process, it is vital to print with a consistent amount of ink for good results.
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